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Prezi: Engage Your Students with this Next Generation of Presenting Tools!

In a world where PowerPoint reigns supreme among presentation tools, Prezi is a unique new offering that can allow you to create more dynamic presentations and better engage students. Create presentations that move and transform with text, documents, images, and movies using Prezi’s intuitive design features. After a brief crash course in how Prezi works, you’ll be able to create your own presentation show and test out your Prezi-ting skills!

**Write** – Double click anywhere on your screen to add text and single click any element to modify

**Insert** – Add images, PDF’s and lines

**Frame** – Group elements together

**Path** – Connect your elements to form a show

**Colors & Fonts** – Determine the style of your Prezi

**Show** – Begin Prezi Show
Prezi: The Movement Circle

**Center circle (vertical lines)** – Click this circle and drag to move element

**Second Circle (round lines)** – Click this circle and drag to enlarge/shrink element

**Outer Circle (horizontal lines)** – Click this circle and drag to rotate element

**Plus Sign** – Click to modify element with secondary menu:

- Delete
- Duplicate
- Select More
- Bring Forward
- Send Backward
- How to Move, Resize and Rotate?